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MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY IMAGING OF RENAL FUNCTIONS USING A NON-IONIC CHELATE OF 
DYSPROSIUM, DyDTPA-BMA 

M. Carvlin, J. Francisco, *S. Rocklage, *S. Quay. Georgetown Univ, *Salutar Inc. 
The non-idnie lanthanide chelate complex, dysprosium-DTPA-bis(methylamide), ' 

DyDTPA-BMA, functions as an MRI contrast agent due to its abtlity to cause local 
variations in magnetic fields which result in the spin dephasing (lower T2 and signal 
intensity) of protons which pass close to the complex. In order to evaluate the suitability 
of this agent for renal MRI a series of dynamic contrast agent enhanced studies was 
performed. 

Nine male New Zealand White rabbits (2-4 kg) were imaged, anesthesia was maintllined 
using an 1M cocktail of ketamine+xylazine. Thirty-two sequential gradient echo imllges 
(TR==30{fEs==l0,15 or 18 msec, flip angle==25 degs, 2 acqs, 256x256, 4 inm slices, 15 
sees/image) were acquired, t==0-8 mins post-injection. Dy-DTPA-BMA was injected into 
the marginal ear vein at dosages of: 10, 50 or 100 umoles/kg. 

At 50 and 100 umoles/kg dosages, the effect of the contrast agent is first observed in 
the cortex as a uniform band of hypointensity. In subsequent images this dark ring 
occurs at an intra-renal location that is ever more central. Overall, an impression of a 
steady progression of the contrast material from vasculature to tubules to collecting 
ducts may be gained. At a 10 umoles!kg dosage, no dark band is noted in the cortex or 
outer medulla, however, a darkening of the renal papilla is seen as a late phenomenon. 

The observed pattern of signal change was consistent with the intratubular transit and 
concentration of DyDTPA-BMA. The magnetic susceptibility effect (decreased signal 
intensity) of the contrast material could be demonstrated at a dosage as low as 10 
umoles/kg. Although pulse sequences with longer TEs provide images with lower SNR, 
these sequences are more sensitive to magnetic susceptibility effects and may be the 
sequence of choice when using Dy-chelate contrast agents. 
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SUPERPARAMAGNETIC IRON OXIDE ENHANCED MAl: PULSE SEQUENCE OPTIMIZATION FOR DETECTICX'-1 OF 
UVEA CANCER 
CJ Fretz, G Elizondo, PF Hahn, DO Stark, A Weissleder, M Dousset, E Rummeny, JT Ferrucci 
Department of Radiology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114 

The influence of pulse sequence and timing parameter selection in superparamagnetic iron oxide 
enhanced MAl of liver cancer was studied in tumor bearing rats. 

Six spin-echo [SE), three inversion-recovery [lA) and four gradient-recalled-echo [GE) sequences 
were evaluated using a 0.6 T Technicare superconducting magnet in 200-400 g adult Fisher-344 rats. 
Each animal was imaged prior to injection of the iron oxide and served as its own control. Two groups of 5 
animals were studied, one group receiving 5 f..Lmol Fe/kg, the other receiving 20 1-lmol Fa/kg via the tail 
vein . Transverse multislice images were obtained with a slice thickness of 4 mm and an interslice gap of 
25% using a headcoil with a FOV of 18 em. Imaging time was standardized (6.4 minutes) for 11 
sequences; two GE sequences were also performed as single excitation 16 sec scans. Image analysis was 
performed by using operator-controlled regions of interest measurements of signal intensities in liver, 
tumor, and background noise. SNR, enhancement, and CNR values were statistically analyzed using one 
factor analysis of variance. Data were compared using Scheffe's test with significance assumed at P< .05. 

GE techniques, irrespective of TE and flip angle, showed the greatest change in signal intensity 
(enhancement) of the target tissue (normal liver) after injection of iron oxide. GE sequences also showed 
tumor-liver contrast-to-noise ratios per unit time that were significantly (p <.05) higher than in all 
other sequences evaluated (CNR 83.3±14.8 for the T2-weighted GE sequence vs 27.1±4.0 for the best SE 
sequence). Breathhold (16 sec) GE sequences matched the CNR values of the most effective 6.4 minute SE 
sequences. 

We conclude that GE sequences, which recruit intravoxel dephasing as an additional source of 
transverse relaxation enhancement (T2•), are superior to SE and IR sequences for iron oxide enhanced 
MRI. 
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MRI FOLLOWUP OF THE HEALING MENISCUS FOLLOWING SURGICAL REPAIR 
RH Kent, E Dillon, P Jokl, K Lynch, CF Pope 

Depts. Diagnostic Imaging and Orthopedic Surgery, MRI Center, Yale University 

The current surgical management of meniscal tears of the knee includes a 
sutured repair to minimize subsequent hyaline cartilage damage. This study 
was designed to evaluate the temporal phase and degree of meniscal healing 
at 6 weeks, 6, 9 and 12 months following arthroscopic repair as determined 
by signal characteristics on MRI scans. 

We are studying 8 patients, (6 male; 2 female), ranging from 9 to 53 
years of age. Scanning was performed using a GE Signa 1.5T magnet and a 
standard 17 em bore resonator extremity coil. The imaging protocol 
includes 3 mm slice thickness in both the sagittal and coronal planes with 
Tl and T2 spin echo sequences. In-plane spatial resolution is 0.7 mm per 
pixel . Prior to arthroscopic surgery 6/8 patients had MRI scans while 2/8 
had contrast arthrograms . Medial meniscal repairs were performed in 7/8 
while 1 had a lateral repair. 

To date 8/8 have had post-operative scans (mean 47 days after 
arthroscopic sutured repair), and 1/8 at 6 months, with 5/8 planned prior 
to presentation. The appearance of the tear (size of the defect, signal 
intensity of the adjacent meniscus) was correlated with the suture material 
used, the patients age, time following surgery and post-operative 
rehabilitation regime. Although previous experiments using a rabbit model 
have shown meniscal healing at 6 to 8 weeks, in all subjects the meniscal 
tear was still detectable at 6 weeks post repair. Persistance of the tears 
suggest that non-absorbable sutures may be optimal. 
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USE OF A HYBRID CHEMICAL SHIFT IMAGING TECHNIQUE IN MONITORING AUTOLOGOUS BONE MARROW 
TRANSPLANT PATIENTS l . 3 
CS Poonl EK Cohen2 RM Henkelman1 , DB Plewes , A Keat~ng 
lantario' Cancer Institute and Department of Medical Biophysics, University of 3oronto, 
2Department of Radiology, Mount s;nai Hospital and University of Toronto and Department 
of Medicine, Toronto General Hosp~tal 

Peripheral blood analysis and bone marrow biopsy are used to determine successful 
engraftment. The role of guantitative marrow imaging in this assessment is being explored 
wlth the use of a hybrid cftemical shift pulse sequence (Szumowski et.al). 

Three normal subjects and five transplant patients were studied on a 1.5T MRI system 
(General Electric, Milwaukee), Post-transplant intervals ranged from three to ten months. 
Concurrent bone marrow biopsies were available on all patients. The lumbar vertebrae and 
iliac bases were imaged in the coronal plane with 5mm slice thickness with 2 mm gap. The 
hybrid pulse sequence consisted of a 1-3-3-1 frequency selective presaturation pulse 
preceding the Dixon method. Phase reconstruction using 'chopper averaging' was utilized. 
Regular spin echo sequences with TR/TE of 2000/20,40,60,80; 700/20 and 300/20 were 
acquired followed by the hybrid technique producing fat- and water-suppressed images with 
the same combinations of TR and TE. 

In each subject, bulk Tl, bulk T2 and fat- and water-suppressed Tl and T2 relaxation 
times were obtained with ROI's. Signal intensities from fat- and water-only images were 
corrected for decay due to Tl and T2 relaxation times using the calculated values. Fat 
content was then obtained using the equation: \fat = tsf/(Sf+P*Sw)]*lOO\, where Sf and Sw 
represent the corrected si~al intensities from water-suppressed and fat-suppressed images 
respectively. P is an est~mated proton density correction factor between fat and water. 

In the normal subjects, the quantitative marrow imaging yielded consistent parameters. 
Different measurements were obtained in transplant patients . Two ~tients imaged within 
90 days of bone marrow transplant showed elevated fat content with demonstrated marked 
marrow hypoplasia on biopsy. One ~atient at 105 days showed lower than normal fat content 
and normal cellularity. The remain~ng two patients at 210 days and 285 dals approximated 
the fat content values of the normal subjects and demonstrated normal eel ularity. 

Our preliminary results show that fat content calculated from chemical shift imaging 
technique correlates well with marrow status post transplant. The calculated fat content 
also correlates closely with the measured bulk Tl and bulk T2, implying fat content as the 
major contributor to both these measurements. The fat-suppressed Tl also shows correlation 
with the calculated fat content most likely due to the incom~lete suppression of minor 
spectral peaks of the unsaturated fat protons. Clear separat~on of fat and water 
compartments with this technique is therefore not possible but in our small series of 
patients does not appear to affect clinical utility. Water-suppressed Tl does not show any 
significant difference between both the normal sub)ects and transplant patients. 
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